The development of a piezoelectric impact detection sensor is desired for aerospace, civil, and military applications. Implementation of a poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF)-based architectural coating is ideal for such a purpose as it is designed to be easily deposited on complex geometries, be mechanically robust, and piezoelectric properties can be induced into the coating. In order to utilize PVDF as a sensor, the polymer must be converted from typical alpha phase to beta phase prior to electrostatic poling. This research focuses on the in situ characterization of mechanical activation of the beta phase in a non-sprayable PVDF thin film using in situ Raman spectroscopy for real time monitoring of PVDF phase content. The PVDF thin films were experimentally characterized as freestanding thin films drawn in a tensile stage, while in-situ Raman spectroscopic measurements were obtained at a wavelength of 532 nm. The Raman spectrum of each phase of PVDF is known to be unique and was correlated with the amount of alpha and beta phases in the characterized film during and after phase transition. The load and strain data from the tensile stage was associated with the in situ Raman spectra of the PVDF, thereby providing a relationship between load, strain, and beta phase content in these PVDF thin films.
INTRODUCTION
The aerospace industry spends millions of dollars each year on maintenance across the commercial and military sectors. Specifically, the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter program will cost an estimated $1.1 trillion for maintenance over the lifetime of the program 1 . Additionally, composite materials are being used in higher weight percentages in aircraft structures, which are implemented for increased performance, but these materials have vastly different damage characteristics than traditional monolithic metals. In the structural health monitoring (SHM) field, methods such as strain gages 2 , piezoelectric sensors [3] [4] [5] , optical fiber-based sensors 6 , and electrical-based sensors 7 have been researched. Although each method has proven to work in some areas, they are most often focused on point-based sensing methodology. In largescale applications, point-based sensors do not provide an accurate understanding of the spatial distribution of damage. This can be resolved if a large number of sensors are placed on the area of interest, however, that is rarely ideal in most aerospace applications. In this work, we want to leverage the previous work in piezoelectric-based impact detections sensors to develop a spray-deposited sensor that can be easily deposited over large areas for in situ, spatially distributed, impact detection. Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) thin films are promising for this application due to their ability to demonstrate piezoelectric properties, as well as their flexibility, resistance to creep, and toughness 8 .
In order for PVDF thin films to possess piezoelectric properties, it is necessary for the PVDF thin film to undergo a phase change from the most commonly found alpha phase to the polarizable beta phase 9, 10 . This has been done primarily by mechanical stretching of the film where the initial and final phase is characterized by means of Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), x-ray diffraction (XRD), wide-angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD), and Raman spectroscopy 9, [11] [12] . The use of PVDF thin films could be more widespread if produced in a sprayable form such as PVDF-based latex paint films. In order to do so, the phase transition must be well understood. In this paper, a detailed study was performed to better understand the changes that occur during the mechanical stretching of PVDF thin films. By monitoring the transition using real time techniques, a relation between the beta phase content and the corresponding strain during stretching was found, which allowed for a more thorough understanding of what conditions were necessary to produce a substantial amount of beta phase in the PVDF thin film. This paper focused on obtaining the Raman spectra of the PVDF thin film during mechanical stretching and relating the spectra to a real-time video also collected during testing. The video collected was used to implement novel digital image correlation (DIC) techniques in which a localized *brloyol@sandia.gov; phone: 1.925.294.6277 strain in the necking region can be studied. By cross-correlating the localized strain in the necking region to the Raman spectra, the phase change transition during stretching was monitored.
METHODOLOGY

Raman Spectroscopy
The use of Raman spectroscopy for material characterization has been of growing importance in recent years due to the development and understanding achieved with new detectors and advanced lasers. Raman spectroscopy can be used various applications for chemistry, biology, medicine, and materials science 13 . The convenience of Raman spectroscopy is the non-contact nature of the setup, thus allowing the user to characterize a variety of materials in solid, liquid, or even gaseous states. For thin films, this is imperative as contact methods can deform thin films and bias the measurement.
Raman spectroscopy is the study of the vibrational states within a material where electronic transitions can be measured from the activation of these vibrational states. Raman spectroscopy can be categorized into the field of vibrational spectroscopy, in which the study of the structure as well as the physiochemical properties of both crystals and molecular systems is examined 14 . The basic theory of Raman spectroscopy is best described by Jasinivecius 15 , where the understanding of electromagnetic radiation has been linked to the understanding of vibrational activation 13, [16] [17] . When photons interact with atoms and molecules, there are two types of light scattering that can occur: Rayleigh scattering and Raman scattering. Raman scattering consists of both Stokes and anti-Stokes light scattering. Stokes scattering refers to the scattering in which atoms in the specimen absorb energy from light, and the incident photon is elevated to a higher energy vibrational state. The reflected light loses energy relative to its original state and is shifted toward the red end of the electromagnetic spectrum (i.e., greater light wavelengths). Anti-Stokes scattering refers to the scattering that occurs when energy is transferred from atoms that are already excited to the incident photon, so that atoms associated with a specific vibration are pushed to a lower energy vibrational state. The reflected light is higher in energy than the Rayleigh line, so the wavelength is shifted toward the blue end of the electromagnetic spectrum. This is not as common as Stokes scattering, as it requires that the atoms be in a higher energy state prior to laser activation. The various types of light scattering and their corresponding energy states are shown in figure 1.
Since not all materials have the same vibrational capabilities, not all materials are considered "Raman active." For a material to be "Raman active" the atoms must begin to oscillate when the incident beam interacts with the atoms. As the atom oscillates, the electrons are forced to move in different directions to cause a change in the electron cloud. This movement creates a separation of charge in the atom, resulting in a dipole (i.e., the atom becomes polarized). This change in polarization of the bonded atoms causes a material to be "Raman active." 
Phase Characterization of PVDF
PVDF exists in four different phases, which are known as, alpha, beta, gamma, and delta or phase II, I, III, and IV, respectively 17 . The phase of PVDF in a given specimen can be determined through various methods, such as WAXD 18 , XRD 8, 11, 18 , FTIR 8, 12, 17 , and Raman spectroscopy 8, [10] [11] [12] . The non-polar alpha phase of PVDF is the most commonly found form and can be obtained directly from the melt. Alpha phase is the most common form due to its lower energy state and natural random orientation of the polymer chains 9, 10 . Alpha phase is formed by (CH 2 -CF 2 ) n chains in a TG + TG -conformation and is of monoclinic crystallographic form with lattice parameters a=4.96 Ȧ, b=9.64 Ȧ, and c=4.62 Ȧ 9 . On the contrary, beta phase is in a zigzag planar conformation resulting in an orthorhombic crystallographic form with lattice parameters a=8.58 Ȧ, b=4.91 Ȧ, and c=2.56 Ȧ. The conformation of the beta phase is of importance in this study, as it lends to high values of electric polarization and therefore a dipole moment. To transform the orientation of PVDF from alpha to beta, many approaches have been examined, including mechanical deformation, chemical exposure, and varying temperature. The most common method of transition from alpha to beta phase in pure PVDF thin films is mechanical deformation (stretching) of the thin film until it is plastically deformed 9, 18 . The strain rate used for mechanical deformation can affect the percent of phase change that occurs, but only at very large strain rates such as 50.8 mm·min -1 . The transformation of alpha phase to beta phase occurs during mechanical deformation due to the formation of a necking region. This necking region leads to a local deformation in the semi crystalline sample. The spherulites in the semi-crystalline sample are destroyed, which leads to a more aligned chain orientation. The detection of these phases using the various techniques described above is motivated by the molecular vibrations that occur due to the excitation of the method used. In particular, Raman spectroscopy activates bands at 794 cm -1 (which are a characteristic of the alpha phase) and bands at 839 cm -1 (which are characteristic of the beta phase) 4 , as shown in figure  2 . These values will be referenced values throughout this study.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
PVDF Thin Film
A commercially available PVDF thin film of alpha phase was purchased from McMaster Carr for this study (table 1) . Sheet PVDF was studied as a precursor to spray-deposited PVDF-based thin films due to the neat in situ capabilities without the complexity of the chemical makeup of sprayed thin films. This PVDF thin film is made from Solef resin grade 9009 and is 0.254 mm thick. The samples were cut into dog bone shapes using a dog bone punch from ASTM D-1708. Crosshead Displacement (in.)
Micro-Tensile Load Frame
A 100 lb tensile stage micro-load frame from MTI instruments was used for the entirety of this study. The nominal displacement travel of this load frame is 27.178 mm, and the dog bone samples were extended to the maximum displacement on the load frame. The load frame was commanded to monotonically increase the grip separation at a displacement rate of 50.8 mm·min -1 , as displacement rate dependence does not play a role in this study 10 . In addition, the load frame was instructed to pause for 60 s every 2.54 mm to allow for the in situ Raman spectra measurements. These pauses were implemented to hold the sample statically during the two Raman measurements per pause, which take 15 s each. Although this introduced some stress relaxation, it was necessary to maintain constant strain during the Raman scan to achieve consistent laser scatter. The effect of this stress relaxation on the Raman spectra was determined by a 30 s gap between Raman measurements during each pause, which allows for the polymer chains to relax due to realignment with the displacement direction. 
Raman Spectroscopy
The Raman spectroscopy setup used a 532 nm wavelength Argon laser with the grating set at 600 BLZ = 500 nm for a center position of 2150 cm -1 and a range of 50 to 3800 cm -1 . Although this range was not necessary for the analysis of this study, it provided the best resolution for our peak analysis. The laser power was set to ~1mW during testing. During Raman measurements, the CCD was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature (-196 °C) . All of our studies were set to perform three accumulations with a 15 s exposure time and at each applied strain state (see section 3.2) to ensure proper resolution of the Raman spectra.
In Situ Localized Strain Measurement
To correlate the Raman measurements to the local strain field in the necking and drawing regions, digital image correlation was implemented. A simple speckle pattern of black dots was applied to the gage region of the dog bone specimens using a Sharpie marker. The same MTI load frame was utilized for drawing the thin films at the same displacement rate as during the Raman experiments. Unlike before, the load frame was not commanded to pause during the tests. It was determined that the comparison between the strain measurement and Raman spectra measurements was performed as a degree of elongation of the specimen and not correlated to the load. During mechanical loading, the motion and change in geometry of each dot within the region of interest (ROI) of the specimens during the tensile loading was observed using a Keyence VHX-200 series digital microscope equipped with a VHX-J20 lens at 20× magnification. This setup enabled the collection of real time AVI files at 60 fps, from which images could be extracted for DIC analysis. The frame images were extracted using MATLAB as post-processing software, and a digital image correlation technique was also implemented using MATLAB.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Micro-Tensile Load Data
The PVDF film specimens were mechanically drawn using controlled monotonically increasing displacements of the load frame's crosshead, as mentioned in section 3.2. The load frame was commanded to pause at 2.54 mm increments to allow for Raman measurements. The relationship between load and crosshead displacement for a representative set of tests is shown in figure 3 . From this representative plot, stress relaxation during the commanded pauses is evident. Upon the restarting of crosshead displacement, the load recovered to a level nearly at which it was prior to the pause.
Raman Spectroscopy Data
The collection of Raman spectra to characterize the alpha phase and the beta phase was implemented in this study as a means of in situ monitoring. Previous studies conducted pre-and post-analysis using WAXD, FTIR, and Raman analysis, yet none have looked at the gradual transition of alpha to beta phase during mechanical loading [9] [10] [11] [12] . Thus, the experiment discussed in section 3.3 was conducted for obtaining the Raman spectra of PVDF thin films under different levels of applied strains. This test required the laser to be pointed at the necking region during mechanical loading and that many scans be taken throughout the loading profile.
Typically, the removal of the background and any influence of fluorescence is done by fitting the data to Huber or Truncated Quadratic functions as proposed by Mazet 19 . This allowed for a more interpretable signal, as the peak amplitudes can be directly compared with minimal background influence. In addition, by not using a traditional polynomial fit, the minimization of a non-quadratic cost function only requires an order and threshold as input parameters, which reduces the effect of user defined initial guesses. As determined by Mazet 19 and illustrated in figure 4 , the asymmetric forms of the Huber and Truncated Quadratic functions best fit the lower bound of the Raman spectra. This approach has the additional benefit of accounting for Gaussian noise at small positive values of the spectra. Without the removal of background, fluorescence, and Gaussian noise, each spectrum displayed a trailing off effect as observed in figure 4 . Since the severity of trailing off differed from each set of data that was collected, it is difficult to compare the observed peaks and their actual intensity.
Previous research of Raman spectra characterization of PVDF characterized the known response of the phases of PVDF to have distinct peaks for alpha and beta phase at 794 cm -1 and 839 cm -1 , respectively. To monitor the progress of the phase transformation of the PVDF during mechanical drawing, the relation between these two Raman peaks is examined using the ratio between the beta and alpha responses, as presented in equation 1 This formula quantified that the film is predominately alpha for a ratio of less than 1, and predominantly, beta for a ratio of greater than 1. It should be noted that increasing β/α ratio corresponded to increasing crosshead displacement and time. The phase transformation from alpha to beta as time and crosshead displacement increased is shown in figure 5 . This corresponded with previous studies that had shown the transformation of PVDF from alpha to beta as the specimen plastically deformed 8, [10] [11] [12] . For each stretch ratio, there are two Raman spectra collected due to the stress relaxation that occurred in the thin film. After the sample was stretched and paused as discussed in section 3.2, a Raman scan was collected immediately after the pause and again 30 s later before mechanical stretching was resumed. This 30 s pause between measurements allowed for the chain alignment to stabilize and a more consistent Raman scan to be produced. 
Strain Data
To analyze the strain in the PVDF thin film, it was necessary to look at the local region in which necking occurred. Beta phase is produced in the localized areas of high strain as the stretching caused chain alignment. The beta phase is only produced in the regions of high strain as necking caused the transition from the spherulitic structure of alpha phase to the fibrillar structure of beta phase 22 .
To measure the local strains within the plastic necking region, digital image correlation measurements were taken as described in section 3.4. The speckle pattern method is shown in figure 6 at various times throughout the mechanical deformation. The speckle pattern shows that the strain distribution is not uniform on the surface of the PVDF thin film; namely, the necking region became apparent in figures 6c-d. The applied load corresponding to each image in figure 6a-i is shown in figure 7 . To numerically analyze this speckle pattern, an elliptical shape-fitting tool in MATLAB is used to calculate the elongation that occurred in 5 s intervals throughout the duration of the test. The incremental values from each image are used to get a local strain in the necking region for every 5 s during the entire test. These values are correlated back to the applied load to provide a direct relationship between global load and local strain.
Specifically, DIC image analysis has been carried out using the image processing toolbox in MATLAB. A region of interest (ROI) has been defined on the image to narrow in on one particular "speckle." This has been done on a few different speckles to ensure the minimal effect of user dependence. Once the ROI has been chosen, the image is transformed to a binary image based on a given threshold. From this step, MATLAB was programmed to fit the black speckle with an appropriate ellipse to determine the length of the major axis and the ellipse orientation. With these two values, the length of the ellipse was calculated along the axial direction and recorded for each image. It should be noted that ROI for each image has been chosen to examine the same speckle progression throughout testing. This analysis is displayed in figure 8 . This DIC analysis has been implemented to obtain the local strain in PVDF specimens in a region where necking and drawing, resulting in plastic deformation, occur during tensile loading. Necking is a mode of deformation during tensile testing where relatively large strains localize in a small region that are disproportionate to the global strains of the specimen. In addition once necking occurs, a drawing phenomenon is observed. Drawing is the resulting plastic deformation that propagates out from the necking region. This occurs due to the strengthened microstructure that forms in the necking region causing the PVDF film to no longer strain in the reinforced region but to propagate out to the rest of the specimen. This necking phenomenon is what enables the spherulites of the PVDF to break and form a more fibrillar morphology. The necking phenomenon results in a much stronger microstructure, which leads the specimen to draw rather than break, because there is a larger breaking load required to fail the film within the stretched region 8 .
As the strains within the necking region were highly localized, the use of the global strain is not used in calculating the correlation between mechanical elongation and phase transformation in localized areas. First, engineering strain is calculated on a global level, taking into account the initial area, length, and the overall load applied. The engineering stresses and strain values are described in equations 2-4:
e e Eε σ = (4) In this scenario, the usefulness of engineering stress and strain is limited due to the nonlinear behavior that occurred after the formation of the necking region. Once a necking region developed, equation 4 was no longer valid as Young's modulus was no longer constant. This led to the necessity of an incremental analysis as shown below in equation 5: 
X (in necking region)
This incremental strain could be looked at for a local region of the specimen, thus allowing for the analysis of the local strain in the necking region, in the necking-drawing region, or in the outside region. This is shown by the timedependent strain images in figure 8 .
In addition, to compare the results obtained in this study to similar results obtained by Mohammadi 21 , it is useful to define the following variable, λ, as the extension ratio or stretch ratio as shown in equation 6 . Figure 8 : Images used in image processing toolbox in MATLAB to obtain axial deformation from a fit ellipse Figure 9 : Correlation between strain image and Raman spectroscopy to relate stretch ratio in necking region to beta phase content This logarithmic scaled variable allowed for local strain data to be presented on a logarithmic scale plot for direct comparison to existing literature. It should be noted that, by defining the extension ratio as such, the original sample stretch ratio prior to mechanical loading would be "1," which is observed in figure 9 .
Correlation between Spectra Data and Strain Data
To correlate the data collected during the Raman scans to the data obtained during the DIC strain analysis, the applied load is used. The Raman spectra have been collected independent of the strain analysis since the Raman microscope could not be used in conjunction with the Keyence microscope. In addition, the Raman scan required that the micro-load frame be paused to collect data, as described in section 3.2, whereas the Keyence microscope allowed for an AVI file to be collected in real-time for later post-processing of the evolution of the surface ellipses, as described in section 4.3. To correlate the two sets of data, the load observed from the PVDF is used, and the data has been fit with a trend line to obtain a strain corresponding to load and a β/α corresponding to load. Thus, the resulting data gave a specific relative intensity relating to strain as shown in figure 9 .
From the correlation between stretching ratio and beta content in PVDF, it is shown in figure 9 that there is a near linear increase in beta content from a stretch ratio of 1 to just below 1.5. After a stretch ratio of 1.5, the conversion to beta content plateaued at about a relative peak ratio of 3. This is important, because only a stretching ratio of 1.5 is necessary to maximize beta content. In addition, this trend held for Raman measurements taken at the beginning and end of each 30 s pause of the load frame, as discussed in section 4.2. The Raman scans corresponding to the spectra collected immediately after the pauses are represented as the outlined markers in figure 9 . The Raman data collected 30 s after the pause appeared to be slightly lower in most cases, due to some relaxation of the polymer chains, which has been also witnessed as stress relaxation. This result is shown by the solid markers in figure 9 .
These results could be compared to existing literature such as that done by Mohammadi 21 in which the stretch rate and initial and final stretch ratios are the values of interest. Mohammadi 21 reported that the stretch ratio required for the beta phase content to plateau was 5. This differs from the results presented here and may be due to the FTIR method used to calculated beta phase content. Also, for the strain rate studied here (i.e., 5.08 mm·min -1 ), there was no strain rate dependence 10 .
CONCLUSIONS
During mechanical stretching of a PVDF thin film, Raman spectroscopy and digital image correlation were used to analyze the phase transformation of PVDF for alpha to beta phases. During the mechanical deformation of freestanding thin films, the Raman spectra in the necking region of the PVDF were collected to calculate the molecular chain alignment in the polymer. In addition, DIC was performed during mechanical deformation to determine the local strain in the areas of phase transformation. As a result, the local strain or stretch ratio was determined in situ that resulted in this phase transformation. This will allow for characterization of future PVDF thin films to determine the minimum stretch ratio needed to yield maximum phase transformation from alpha to beta phase of PVDF.
